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INTRODUCTION 
Interest in mutations resides largely in the long-
established belief that such variations are the ultimate 
sources of genetic variability and evolutionary adaptability 
within a population. The concept of the gene itself has 
resulted from the study of mutation. This has come about 
because the normal allele simply cannot be recognized if no 
mutant form of the gene exists. 
Broadly defined, any change in the genetic structure of 
an organism which results in an observable phenotypic change 
and is normally transmitted can be considered to be a muta­
tion. A more restrictive definition of mutation, however, 
implies that some basic alteration in the structure or state 
of the gene has taken place. It is for this reason that 
certain heritable anomalies resulting from deficiencies, 
chromosomal rearrangements, or position effects are frequently 
not classified as mutation phenomena, even though they may be 
transmitted in a Mendelian fashion. 
The difficulties encountered in mutation studies are 
multitudinous. The rate of mutation at most loci is so low 
that such vast populations are required as to become 
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impractical for most higher organisms. Yet, if one works 
with lower organisms in order to satisfy the population re­
quirements, the general applicability of any determinations 
with respect to the high organisms must remain inconclusive. 
An obvious alternative approach is to attempt to increase 
the rate of mutation in higher organisms by means of classi­
cal mutagenic agents, various types of radiations, or severe 
changes in environmental conditions. Many of these agents 
are, however, destructive in nature. Consequently, consider­
able doubt is cast upon the generality of the results obtained 
from their employment. 
The ultimate difficulty in studying mutations, however, 
resides in our present inability to characterize the gene 
itself in quantitative terms. As a consequence, heritable 
changes are classified as mutations by the process of elimina­
tion. If a specific change does not fit into one of the 
classifiable categories such as deficiencies, chromosomal 
rearrangements, or position effects, it is considered to be 
a true gene mutation. It is for this reason that it appears 
to be impossible to demonstrate unequivocally with existing 
techniques that a specific heritable change represents a 
change in state of a gene. The possibility that it belongs 
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to another category but is simply beyond our power to resolve 
cannot be eliminated. 
When mutants do not fit into an analyzable form such as 
deficiency or duplication, the suspicion is that they are 
true gene mutations, i.e., that the change is due to an 
intragenic change. The possibility always exists, however, 
that a deficiency or rearrangement too small to be detected 
is the cause of mutation. The problem, therefore, is one of 
discriminating among an array of mutation phenomena, not all 
of which are of the true mutation type -- a class that is 
considered to be of evolutionary importance. There is no al­
ternative, however, in the study of the gene other than that 
of the experimental study of mutations. 
The interest in unstable loci in recent years has been 
stimulated to a considerable degree by the difficulties 
inherent to conventional mutation studies. Additional 
interest has resulted from the unusual and unorthodox be­
havior of these loci. An unstable locus can be considered 
to be a locus which is characterized by an extremely high 
rate of change under normal environmental conditions relative 
to other loci in the genome. It is indeed possible, even 
probable that the mechanisms instigating such instability are 
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not identical to those associated with gene mutations, what­
ever these may be, yet it appears likely that a thorough 
understanding of the events causing instability may lead to 
a better understanding of the events causing the failure of 
a normal gene to faithfully reproduce itself. 
The purpose of the present study can be considered to 
have been threefold. Initially, an investigation of the 
behavior of an unstable chlorophyll-deficient characteristic 
in maize, designated as mutable lut eus, was undertaken. The 
second general objective was to locate the site of the mutable 
luteus activity. Finally, an attempt was to be made to 
determine the mechanism inducing instability at this site. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
One of the salient features of Mendelian theory is that 
in the process of reduplication of genie material, each 
element uniquely determines the formation of precisely equiva­
lent elements. The only established exception to this rule 
is that of mutation. That spontaneous mutations are rare has 
been demonstrated by Muller, Valencia, and Valencia (1949), 
Stadler (1942) and other workers. Yet, a number of loci have 
been identified in both plant and animal species (Demerec, 
1935) which show an extremely high rate of spontaneous muta­
tion. Although unstable genes apparently are capable of 
determining any type of characteristic, those most frequently 
reported have been characters showing color variegations. 
In addition to their high mutation rates, unstable genes 
appear to have certain other rather unique common attributes. 
In the great majority of cases studied, the prevalent direc­
tion of change is from the unstable recessive to the stable 
dominant, wild-type allele. Exceptions have been reported 
(Imai, 1925; McClintock, 1956b), but in most of these cases 
the direction is still from unstable recessive to stable 
dominant forms. The mutants in these cases represent 
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intermediate alleles which are recessive to the wild-type 
alleles. Changes in unstable genes usually go in one direc­
tion only, from the recessive to the dominant state. These 
dominant alleles are ordinarily as stable as any gene may be 
expected to be. An exception to this general consideration 
was reported by Anderson and Ter Louw (1928) in variegated 
pericarp of com where the pattern produced indicates that 
the changes occur in both directions. 
Another characteristic which unstable genes appear to 
share is in their response to temperature. In general, 
unstable genes show a temperature response which is different 
from that of stable genes (Muller, 1928; Timofeeff-Ressovsky, 
1934). Instead of showing a direct response proportional to 
the temperature, the nature of the response appears to be a 
function of the particular unstable locus concerned. Rhoades 
(1941), working with the a^ - Dt complex in com, and Faberge 
and Beale (1942), with an unstable gene in Portulaca, reported 
an inverse relationship between temperature and mutation rate. 
Peterson (1958) reported a high positive relationship between 
temperature and mutation rate of the pg-En complex in maize. 
Demerec (1932) was unable to detect any effect of temperature 
upon the mutation rate of miniature-3 gamma of Drosophila 
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virilis. Sand (1957), working with two unstable alleles of 
the gene V in Nicotiana. vg and v^, found that the effect of 
higher temperature was to increase the rate of change of vg 
to Vg, but to decrease the reverse change. The net effect of 
higher temperature upon phenotype was to increase sectoring 
but to decrease speckling. As contrasted to the proportional 
increase normally expected of stable genes, the direction 
of the effect has varied with the material employed in these 
cases of temperature influence on mutable genes. 
Although the published data are insufficient to allow 
any general conclusions, irradiation does not appear to affect 
unstable loci to any greater extent than it does stable genes. 
Demerec (1934) was unable to find any significant effect of 
x-rays upon the rate of change of the unstable miniature-3 
gamma gene of Drosophila virilis. Similarly, Sand, Sparrow, 
and Smith (1960) reported similar response curves for both 
the mutable and stable alleles of the V system of Nicotiana 
when the plants were grown under conditions of chronic gamma 
irradiation. 
The first description of breeding experiments concerning 
unstable genes was given by de Vries (1910). Recognizing 
both somatic and germinal mutations, he considered them to be 
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reversions to an ancestral form. Emerson (1914, 1917, 1929) 
was the first to interpret the behavior of variegated pheno-
types as being due to changes in the genes. Having demon­
strated (Emerson, 1929) that the mutations in variegated 
pericarp were not caused by modifiers elsewhere in the 
chromosomal complement, Emerson presumed that the mutable 
gene must be undergoing changes within itself. This inter­
pretation of intragenic changes in the structure of the 
gene as being responsible for the observed mutations of un­
stable genes has been widely accepted by many workers. 
More recent investigators, however, have been inclined 
to consider that the gene structure itself remains constant. 
This consideration places emphasis upon extragenic factors 
as being the causal agents of instability at a mutable locus. 
Although the mosaic events resulting from V-type posi­
tion effects (Lewis, 1950) of Drosophila cannot be considered 
to be identical to those caused by unstable genes, some of 
the work pertaining to them is of considerable interest to 
the student of mutable loci. Dubinin and Sidorov 
(1933) obtained direct proof that the mosaic patterns charac­
teristic of position effect phenomena did not involve a 
change in the structure of the gene. While studying a 
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translocation between the third and fourth chromosomes which 
was associated with a variable change in the action of the 
hairy (h) gene, they were able to identify crossovers 
between the hairy locus and the breakpoint of the rearrange­
ment. Stable genes inserted into the rearrangement adopted 
the mutant type of action, while recovered mutant genes 
behaved in a perfectly normal manner in the normal chro­
mosomal arrangement. Thus, in this case, the mosaic effect 
is caused by an extragenic action rather than by an intra­
genic change. 
In maize the gene A% is one of the four genes (in addi­
tion to Ag, C, and R) responsible for determining aleurone 
color. The recessive allele, a^, determines colorless 
aleurone and is as stable as any gene may be expected to 
be. Yet, Rhoades (1938) conclusively demonstrated that 
11^ changes to A^ with a very high frequency when the domi­
nant gene Dt is present. Since is located on chromosome 
3 while Dt is found on chromosome 9 (Rhoades, 1941), no 
explanation pertaining to position effect appears applicable. 
Thus a different kind of extragenic mutator must be con­
sidered as the causal agent. The gene JDt, located in or near 
the terminal knob on chromosome 9 (Rhoades, 1945), appears 
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to have 110 other effect than that of inducing instability of 
the allele ap That this instability can take different 
forms is illustrated by the fact that five alleles of a^, 
four of them previously unreported, have been derived from 
the action of Dt on ap The large majority of the changes, 
however, have been to the dominant allele Ap and all of the 
derived alleles are stable in the presence of Dt. 
In what perhaps represents the most elegant series of 
experiments yet undertaken with mutable loci, McClintock 
(1950, 1951, 1953, 1956a, and 1956b) analyzed the behavior 
of two elements which are capable of inducing instability 
within the maize genome. Dissociation (Ds) was first observed 
in the progeny of a plant which had undergone the chromosome 
type of breakage-fusion-bridge cycle (McClintock, 1941). 
Ds has the peculiar properties of being able to induce break­
age events at or near its site, of inducing instability in 
genes with which it is associated, of transposition, and it 
has the capability of changing its behavioral pattern 
(McClintock, 1951). Ds, however, is controlled by another 
heritable factor called Activator (Ac). If Ac is absent 
from the nucleus, no detectable events of any kind occur 
at Ds, and no new positions of Ds activity appear. With 
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respect to their mutagenic capabilities, Ds and Ac represent 
separable controlling elements: Ds controls the activity of 
the locus with which it is associated, while changes in the 
activity of Ds are in turn controlled by Ac. 
There are several main conclusions resulting from Dr. 
McClintock's experiments. These are: (a) the normal gene 
of the mutable complex is unchanged; (b) the mutation process 
involves the removal of an adjacent inhibiting element (in 
McClintock's case, Ds) by the action of the Activator (Ac); 
and (c) Ds can be transposed to numerous sites in the genome 
causing other loci to become mutable. 
Other two-element systems have been shown to be respon­
sible for the unstable behavior noted at the a^m"*, ag™"^ 
(McClintock, 1956b) and pale green (pg) (Peterson, I960) loci 
in maize. A suppressor-mutator (Spm) element controls the 
m-1 
activity of a^ , and a similar element has been postulated 
for The mutability of the pale green system appears 
to be under the regulation of two separable components. An 
inhibitor of genie activity (I) is located at the jy* locus, 
while Enhancer (En), which is the controlling element for I, 
is transposable. McClintock (1956b) has speculated that a 
similar system of two-element control exists in the Dt-a^ 
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system, in which Dt represents the activating factor, corre­
sponding to Ac, Spm, and En, while a previously undetected 
inhibitor, corresponding to I and Ds, is associated with the 
a^ allele. 
Although several of the mutable systems in maize are 
controlled by two elements, and the Spm-a m**^ system may have 
three, numerous instances of the autonomous control of ac­
tivity at a mutable locus have also been described. Brink 
and his students (Brink and Milan? 1952; Brink, 1954; 
Fradkin and Brink, 1956; Brink, 1958) have reinvestigated 
the variegated pericarp locus described by Emerson (1914, 
1917, 1929). Their results indicate that the association of 
a controlling element, designated Modulator (Mg), with the 
£r gene inhibits the normal action of this gene, but that 
normal activity is restored following transposition of Mj> to 
a different site. That Mg and Ac are actually the same con­
trolling factor was suggested by the ability of Mg to activate 
Ds (Barclay and Brink, 1954, and McClintock, 1956a). This 
supposition is further substantiated by the fact that Ac 
controls the mutable bronze locus (bzm) in an autonomous 
fashion in the same manner that Mg controls Pw (McClintock, 
1956a). Several other instances of the autonomous control of 
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unstable loci by elements other than Ac have been described 
by McClintock (1951). 
That controlling elements may modulate gene action in a 
number of ways is now well established. They may influence 
the time and also the frequency and degree of expression of 
gene action. They may act as inhibitors, modifiers, or 
mutators, dependent upon the specific controlling elements 
and genes concerned. In addition, certain of these factors 
among both the autonomous and separable systems exhibit what 
could be considered as a dosage effect. In the Ac-Ds and 
P^Mp systems, additional increments of the controlling 
elements Ac and Mj> respectively retard the time at which 
mutational events take place in a manner which is both 
easily detectable and predictable. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The mutable luteus phenotype was found by Dr. E. G. 
Anderson in testing the effects on maize kernels of irradia­
tion from the Bikini atom bomb. Seed of a segregating ear 
was sent to Dr. M. M. Rhoades. Much of the preliminary work 
for this study was performed by Dr. Peter A. Peterson, then 
at the University of Illinois, who selfed some of the green 
plants and outcrossed others to various lines. These out-
cross lines were selfed, and some of the progeny were 
used in further crosses; others were maintained by self-
pollination into advanced generations. Mutable plants from 
those selfed lines were also utilized when possible. Short 
notes on this material were reported by Rhoades and Dempsey 
(1950), and Smith (1959). 
With respect to the linkage studies, conventional test 
cross procedures could not be followed because of the non­
availability of the appropriate homozygous recessive lines. 
Test cross data were obtained by crossing repulsion phase 
heterozygotes onto standard tester lines and selfing the 
progeny. The classification of the progeny of the selfed 
generation gave information pertaining to the gametic 
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segregation in the previous generation. Each selfed progeny 
group gave information pertaining to a single gamete in the 
previous generation. 
Various translocation and genetic marker stocks were 
obtained from Dr. Peter A. Peterson, Department of Genetics, 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology, and from 
the Maize Cooperative Association through Dr. E. B. Patterson, 
Department of Botany, University of Illinois. 
The temperature studies were conducted in a plexiglass 
growth chamber operated by the Department of Agronomy at the 
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. 
The chamber itself was a four foot by four foot by eight 
foot plexiglass cabinet. The cooling unit was a refrigerator-
type air conditioner equipped with a one ton compressor and a 
blower which provided continual air flow over the coils and 
circulation of air within the cabinet. Two strip electric 
heaters were incorporated into the system, and the entire 
system was regulated by thermostats to provide temperature 
control within the cabinet. An external light source con­
sisting of eight eight-foot fluorescent tubes, arranged in 
two banks of four each, and ten 200 watt incandescent bulbs 
were used. No attempt was made to control humidity, but its 
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range was between 40 and 50 percent for the low temperature 
treatment and between 50 and 60 percent for the high tempera­
ture treatment. 
The measurements pertaining to number and size of mutant 
sectors were made with a Bausch and Lomb binocular dissecting 
microscope equipped with a micrometer scale. Counts were 
made in a standard area, seven by fifteen millimeters, 
located two centimeters from the tip of the second leaf in 
both treatments. An attempt was made to measure all plants 
at a similar stage of development, but some variation did 
occur in this respect. 
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THE MUTABLE LUTEUS COMPLEX 
Description of Mutable Luteus 
The phenotype associated with the mutable luteus locus 
is that of a yellow seedling with longitudinal sectors of 
normal green tissue. The classification of this character­
istic is usually possible from the time of emergence of the 
first leaf until maturation of the adult plant. No apparent 
diffusion occurs at the edges of the green sectors, these 
sectors being sharply delineated, and the yellow tissue 
does not exhibit the greening tendency associated with the 
virescent genes even under high temperature conditions. 
The mutable luteus phenotype is a semi-lethal characteristic, 
the yellow tissue representing a chlorophyll deficiency 
while the green sectors represent areas in which normal 
chlorophyll activity takes place. Whether an individual 
mutable seedling will survive to maturity is a function of 
the number and size of the sectors of normal, or reverted, 
tissue. 
Mutable luteus, designated _lm, is considered to be a 
completely recessive gene, inasmuch as no obvious features 
allow a distinction to be made between heterozygous and 
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homozygous normal plants. However, the phenotypic expression 
associated with the homozygous JLm condition is quite variable 
(see Figure 1). Variation of the background ranges from very 
pale (not albino) through shades of yellow to light green. 
As might be expected, there is also an association between 
the background color and lethality; plants with the light 
green background tending to be the most viable. Variation 
also occurs in the pattern of mutational events and in the 
time at which these events take place. Large sectors of green 
tissue represent mutations which occurred early in ontogeny, 
while very small sectors are indicative of changes during 
the later developmental stages. The general mutational 
pattern varies from a few large, early longitudinal sectors 
to numerous small, late sectors. However, plants with a few 
large sectors and many small sectors are rather common. 
The General Behavior of Mutable Luteus 
Although_lm has been described as a completely recessive 
gene, the transmission of this recessive deviates considerably 
from the normal Mendelian expectations. The general breeding 
behavior of jLm can perhaps best be described on an individual 
plant basis. If a heterozygous plant, JLm/L, is self pollinated 
Figure 1. Seedling leaves of mutable luteus plants show­
ing variability of mutation patterns. The dark 
sectors are mutant tissue. The second leaf from 
the right has light green background color; all 
others have pale backgrounds 
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there will always be an excess of green plants among the 
progeny due to the reversion of _lm to L. If a heterozygote 
is crossed to a homozygote, _lm/L x _lm/JLm, a similar excess 
of green progeny is observed. And finally, if a homozygous 
recessive, JLm/,lm> is self pollinated, some of the progeny 
will be of the dominant, normal phenotype. Examples of this 
type of behavior are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. 
Table 1. Segregation ratios resulting from self pollinated 
heterozygous plants (L/JLm) 
Segregation of selfed progeny Phenotypic 
Plant (L/lm) L/L + L/lm lm/lm ratio 
L:lm 
58 046-3 82 11 7.5:1 
58 046-4 78 17 4.6:1 
58 046-5 75 12 6.3:1 
58 046-13 78 4 19.5:1 
58 046-15 71 10 7.1:1 
58 048-1 64 11 5.8:1 
58 048-2 61 19 3.2:1 
58 048-3 84 9 9.3:1 
58 048-4 57 17 3.4:1 
58 048-5 74 3 24.7:1 
Total 724 113 6.4:1 
Family Total 
58 046 1894 271 7.0:1 
58 048 4247 597 7.1:1 
Total 6141 868 7.1:1 
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Table 1 is a typical sample of the segregations obtained 
when the selfed progenies of plants known to have the genetic 
constitution L/JLm were classified. The individual segrega­
tions of five plants from each of the families 58 046 and 
58 048, as well as the total family segregations, are present­
ed. These particular families were chosen because the pres­
ence of the closely linked genetic marker, sugary (su^), 
which exhibited normal segregation (1628:537 for family 
58 046, and 3610:1234 for family 58 048) indicated that 
gametic transmission was normal. 
Table 2 presents a similar sample of the segregation 
ratios obtained when a homozygous _lm plant was crossed with 
a plant known to be heterozygous. 
The type of segregation ratios obtained when homozygous 
_lm plants were either self pollinated or crossed with other 
homozygous _lra plants are illustrated by Table 3. 
This behavior indicates that mutational changes of 
recessive JLm to dominant L occur in germinal as well as 
somatic tissue. The high incidence of germinal changes is 
correlated with the high amount of somatic reversions. With 
late sectoring (small amount of reversion tissue), there is 
a proportional decrease in the amount of germinal changes. 
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Table 2. Mutable luteus backcross segregation ratios 
Progeny segregation _ Phenotypic 
Cross L/L + L/JLm J.m/lm ratio 
L: lm 
56 119-1 
111-1 
(Là™) x 
(P7lm) 24 — 19 1.3:1 
56 119-3 
162-1 
(L/lm) x 
(lm/lm) 14 8 1.8:1 
56 119-4 
263-1 
(L/lm) x 
(lm/lm) 30 19 1.6:1 
56 120-1 
117-1 
(L/l®) x 
am/im) 25 22 1.1:1 
56 122-3 
145-1 
(L/lm) x 
(lm/lm) 26 9 2.9:1 
56 145-2 
283-1 
(lm/lm) x 
(L/lm) 34 11 3.1:1 
56 145-3 
283-2 
(lm/lm) x 
(L/lm) 38 14 2.7:1 
56 145-4 
791-1 
(lm/lm) x 
(L/lm) 46 8 5.8:1 
56 146-3 
283-3 
(lm/lm) x 
(L/lm) 43 10 4.3:1 
56 147-8 
283-4 
am/im) x 
(L/lm) 28 19 1.5:1 
Total 308 139 2.2:1 
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Table 3. Segregation ratios from selfs and crosses of 
mutable plants 
Progeny segregation Phenotvpic 
Cross L/L + L/lm 1%/im ratio 
- ~ L: lm 
56 145-1 (lm/lm) x 
135-1 (lm/lm) 15 25 1:1.7 
56 152-2 (lm/lm) 17 29 1:1.7 
56 160-2 (lm/lm) 6 43 1:7.2 
56 162-1 (lm/lm) 12 29 1:2.4 
56 170-2 (lm/lm) x 
138-1 (lm/Im) 1 16 1:16.0 
56 174-3 (lm/lm) x 
036-1 (lm/lm) 6 8 1:1,3 
57 045-1 (lm/lm) x 
042-11 2 17 1:8.5 
57 053-4 (lm/lm) 16 33 1:2.1 
57 061-15 (lm/lm) 12 37 1:3.1 
57 231-7 (lm/lm) x 
061-14 (lm7lm) 7 45 1:6.4 
Total 94 282 1:3.0 
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The L genes derived from the reversion of _lm are completely 
stable. Several hundred gametes of this type have been tested 
in the JTg generation, and some have been carried on to the 
F^, yet no reverse changes of L to _lm have been observed. So 
far as can be determined from the existing data, all of the 
derived L genes appear to be identical to the normal allele 
at the JLm locus. 
The Autonomous Nature of Mutable Luteus 
Considerable effort was expended in an attempt to separ­
ate the element controlling the instability of JLm from the 
element that controls the genie activity at the locus. 
Plants known to be homozygous or heterozygous for J.m were 
outcrossed to inbred lines, single cross hybrids, double 
cross hybrids, and open pollinated varieties. A total of 
22 inbred lines, 14 single crosses, six double crosses, and 
four open pollinated varieties, as well as numerous genetic 
stocks, were tested as outcross parents. 
If a two-element system controlled the mutational 
activity of JLm, then the removal of the separable element 
from the genome should be possible by following a program 
of outcrossing and selfing. The loss of such a controlling 
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element could be recognized by the loss of mutational activity 
at the luteus locus. This would result in the appearance of 
individuals of a stable luteus phenotype in the selfed 
progeny of the outcross populations. 
Nine stable, chlorophyll-deficient types were derived 
from advanced generations of these outcross populations. Two 
were obtained from Reid's Yellow Dent Open Pollinated, five 
from Sac and Fox Flint Open Pollinated, and two from Funk's 
Yellow Dent Open Pollinated. On further testing, however, 
it was established that all of these chlorophyll-deficient 
types were independent of the JLm locus. It was presumed 
that they were introduced into these populations by the open 
pollinated parents, and investigation of these chlorophyll-
deficient types was not continued. 
Although many of the mutable loci in maize are regulated 
by controlling elements which may be located at a site other 
than that at which the mutational activity is observed, there 
is no indication that this is the case with mutable luteus. 
The mutational activity in mutable luteus appears to be 
completely autonomous. This, of course, implies that there 
must be a direct, physical association between the controlling 
element and the gene which it controls. 
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THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE UPON MUTABLE LUTEUS 
One of the characteristics of the mutable luteus popu­
lations that was observed during the routine of testing 
seedlings was that mutational activity appeared to be 
increased during the late spring compared to the activity 
observed during the winter months. This, together with the 
known fact that many unstable loci respond to temperature 
differences, made it appear to be desirable to conduct an 
experiment to determine the effect of temperature upon the 
mutable luteus activity. 
Eight previously tested ears were selected on the basis 
of the type of activity observed and their ease of classi­
fication. These ears and the original description of the 
mutational pattern noted are listed in Table 4. 
Because other requirements for the growth chamber pre­
cluded the possibility of replicating the entire experiment, 
the experimental design selected was a cross-classification 
with cell repetition. Three samples of each of the entries 
were grown under both low and high temperature conditions. 
The mean number of sectors per observed area per plant within 
each sample was chosen as the experimental unit of observa-
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tion because considerable variability in the number of 
mutable plants per sample was obtained. Details pertaining 
to the temperature apparatus and measurement techniques are 
described in the section on material and methods. 
Table 4. Description of selections tested for temperature 
response 
Mutational pattern 
Ear Size of sectors Number of sectors 
57 027-11 Medium Low 
57 096-10 x 060-3 lm Medium and late Low 
57 104-4 Medium Low 
57 110-10 x 014-7 Medium and late Very low 
57 231-6 x 234-4 Late High 
57 231-7 x 061-14 lm Late High 
57 258-2 Late Very low 
58 415-204 x 415-201 lm Late Very high 
A total of 328 hours was required for the low temperature 
run. The mean hourly temperature during this period was 
65.7°F., while the temperature range was from a minimum of 
59°F. to a maximum of 84°F. The temperature rose above 75°F. 
for a period of 9 hours during the second and third days, but 
the experiment was continued since seed for replanting was 
not available. 
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The high temperature run was completed in 252 hours. 
The mean hourly temperature was 80.3°F. and the range was 
75°F. to 85°F. maximum. 
Peterson (1958) has emphasized the relationship of the 
length of a mutant sector and the time of occurrence of the 
mutation with reference to the mutable pale green locus in 
maize. On the basis of his findings it was presumed that 
those sectors more than one millimeter in length were 
initiated prior to treatment, while those sectors less than 
one millimeter in length were initiated after the treatment 
was begun and may have been influenced by the temperature 
treatment. For this reason the large sectors (more than one 
millimeter in length) and small sectors (less than one 
millimeter in length) were considered to be independent 
observations and were analyzed separately. The results of 
these analyses are presented in Tables 5 and 6. 
In interpreting Table 5, it would appear that, for the 
lines which were tested and the temperatures at which they 
were tested, real differences existed between the different 
lines with respect to thdir early mutation rates. It would 
also appear that these differences were not affected by the 
temperature treatments. 
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Table 5. Analysis of variance of large sectors 
Source of variation d.f. Mean square 
Between lines 7 3.2015** 
Between temperatures 1 0.3317 
Lines x temperatures 7 1.0275 
Error 32 0.4217 
Total 47 
** Statistically significant at the 1 percent level of 
probability. 
Table 6. Analysis of variance of small sectors 
Source of variation d.f, Mean square 
Between lines 
Between temperatures 
Lines x temperatures 
Error 
7 
1 
7 
32 
12,898.19** 
44,104.68** 
2,124.56 
1,114.01 
Total 47 
** 
Statistically significant at the 1 percent level of 
probability. 
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A similar interpretation of Table 6 would indicate that 
real differences also existed between the lines selected 
with respect to their late mutation rates. In this instance, 
however, the effect of the higher temperature treatment 
significantly increased the rate of mutation. The lack of a 
significant interaction could, perhaps, be interpreted to 
imply that the response to the temperature treatment was 
reasonably uniform for the lines that were tested. 
The differences noted between lines were expected, 
since these lines had been selected on the basis of differ­
ential mutation pattern in previous observational tests. 
The effect of temperature upon the mutation rate of the 
mutable luteus complex was also anticipated, and it is in 
agreement with the temperature response reported by Peterson 
(1958) with reference to the mutable pale green locus. 
Although the higher temperature resulted in increased 
mutation rates for all lines tested, considerable varia­
bility was observed with respect to the effect of tempera­
ture upon different lines. The higher temperature increased 
the mutation rate 1.3 times in the family with minimum re­
sponse, while a 50-fold increase was recorded for the family 
with maximum response. 
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THE LOCATION OF MUTABLE LUTEUS ACTIVITY 
One of the principal objectives of this study was to 
attempt to locate the site of the mutational events charac­
teristic of the mutable luteus complex. Genetic marker 
stocks, reciprocal translocation stocks, and stocks with 
translocations involving the normal maize chromosomes and 
supernumerary chromosomes, TB translocations, were employed 
in this effort. 
Mutable Luteus and TB-4a 
The unique behavior of interchanges between the super­
numerary B-type chromosomes (Randolph, 1941) and members of 
the basic set (A-type chromosomes) in maize has been 
described by Roman (1947). The essential feature of this 
anomalous behavior is that the interchange chromosome 
possessing the B-type centromere frequently undergoes 
nondisjunction in the second mitotic division of the .micro­
spore. The genetic consequence of this is that the two 
gametes of a pollen grain carry different chromosomal com­
plements. Both of these gametes are functional, but one 
has the aberrant chromosome in duplicate, while the other 
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is deficient for this chromosome. The seeds obtained from a 
cross between a pollen parent homozygous for such an inter­
change and a normal seed parent are thus of three kinds. One 
has an endosperm that is deficient for the B interchange 
chromosome and an embryo that carries this chromosome in 
duplicate. Another has a hyperploid endosperm and a 
deficient embryo, while the third is simply heterozygous 
for the B chromosome interchange. 
It is the second progeny class as listed above, that of 
the deficient embryo, that has made the B chromosome trans­
locations so valuable to the com geneticist. If a homozy­
gous TB plant is crossed onto a plant homozygous for an 
unmapped recessive gene, some of the hybrid progeny will 
have embryos that are hemizygous for that part of the A 
chromosome that is involved in the interchange. Thus the 
appearance of the recessive phenotype in the generation 
establishes the fact that the recessive gene is located on 
the interchanged portion of the A chromosome. Conversely, 
the failure of the recessive to be expressed in the F^ implies 
that the gene is not located on that chromosomal segment. 
Various TB stocks (TB-lb, TB-4a, TB-9b) were used as 
pollen parents in crosses with material that was known to 
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carry J.m. Of these, mutable luteus seedlings were found only 
in the progeny of crosses in which TB-4a had been the 
pollen parent (see Table 7). 
Table 7. Classification of F^ progeny resulting from TB-4a 
crosses 
Cross Normal seedlings Mutable seedlings3 
52 133-38 x 245A-11 46 4 
52 133-39 x 245A-11 84 12 
52 141-9 x 245A-17 95 6 
52 141-10 x 245A-17 69 9 
52 141-12 x 245A-17 86 7 
52 141-13 x 245A-17 84 11 
52 142-21 x 245A-17 41 9 
52 142-22 x 245A-17 90 10 
56 814-8 x 791-1 21 4 
*The low frequencies of J.m seedlings observed are not un­
expected, considering that in all cases the female parent was 
heterozygous for J.m and the male parent was heterozygous 
TB-4a. 
TB-4a is an interchange between a B-type chromosome and 
the short arm of chromosome 4 of the basic set. The portion 
of chromosome 4 exchanged represents approximately the distal 
87.5 percent of the short arm and includes the su^ locus. 
As a result of these crosses, it was established that 
the site of the mutational activity associated with JLm was in 
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the short arm of chromosome 4 distal to the breakpoint of 
TB-4a. 
Linkage Relationships of J.m and Chromosome 4 Translocations 
The use of heterozygous reciprocal translocations as 
dominant marker genes has been well established in maize 
genetics. In the course of this study, four such trans­
locations were utilized. These translocations are described 
in Table 8. 
Table 8. Legend of translocation stocks3 
Translocation Breakpoints Linkage information 
l-4a 1L.49; 45.66 Ts5 (0.0) T (3.5) su^ 
4-6b 4S.90; 6L.06 Ts5 (1.6) T (8.6) su^ 
4-7a 4S.27; 7L.07 Ts5 (10.6) T (0.6) su% 
4-9g 4S.35; 9L.42 Ts5 (11.6) su^ (3.3) T 
aPatterson, E. B. Dept. of Botany, University of Illi­
nois. Translocation data. Private communication. 1958. 
Although 1630 selfed progenies were analyzed, these data, 
with the exception of that pertaining to T4;6b, have contrib­
uted very little except to confirm that JLm is located on the 
short arm of chromosome 4. A possible explanation for this 
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lies in the realization that a heterozygous translocation acts 
as a crossover suppressor. It is also entirely possible that 
the element controlling J.m may reduce crossing over. 
The information obtained from T4-6b resulted from the 
exceptional nature of this translocation. Burnham (1950) has 
demonstrated that the semi-sterility associated with 
heterozygous translocations is caused by the failure of dup­
licate- deficient gametes to function. However, in the case 
of T4-6b, Patterson (personal communication) has determined 
that the deficient 4^-6 eggs are functional. Such eggs, if 
fertilized by a normal gamete, produce functional embryos 
that are hemizygous for the distal 10 percent of the short 
arm of chromosome 4. Thus, if _lm were located in this portion 
of the chromosome, the cross of a mutable male and T4-6b 
female should result in some progeny of the mutable 
phenotype. The fact that none were found when this cross 
was made was interpreted as being conclusive evidence that 
J.m is not located in the terminal portion of chromosome 4S. 
Linkage Relationships of _lm and Chromosome 4 Marker Genes 
Even simple linkage studies can become complicated when 
one of the factors involved is highly unstable. In the case 
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under consideration, that of mutable luteus, the mapping of 
_lm with respect to known loci has been severely handicapped 
by the failure to find a stable or relatively stable allele 
of J.m. The rate of reversion of J.m to L is quite high, and, 
when linkage studies are concerned, this results in the 
confounding of crossing over and mutation. 
To cite a specific example, consider the repulsion, phase 
heterzygote j*l L/Gl _lm. In the normal gametic expectations 
of this heterozygote, the frequencies of the parental gametes, 
gl L and Gl J.m, are equal to each other. Similarly the 
frequency of the Gl L class should equal that of the £1 jLm 
class, and the parental combinations should exceed the recom­
binant combinations. The change of _lm to L, however, results 
in an increase in a recombinant class, Gl L, at the expense 
of the parental class, Gl _lm. It also decreases the recombi­
nant class j*l J.m and increases the parental class j*l L. 
Since Gl _lm gametes are more numerous than _gl j.m gametes, the 
reversion of _lm to L has a net effect of increasing the 
apparent recombination frequency. 
All four gametic classes are confounded by the reversion 
of J.m to L. The development of an appropriate adjustment has 
been hampered by two inconsistencies in the mutational 
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phenomenon. Considerable plant-to-plant variation exists, 
and the reversion rate of the female gametes may be quite 
different from that of the male gametes produced by the same 
plant. 
At the present stage of knowledge concerning the mutable 
luteus complex, any estimate of recombination would appear 
to be meaningless if the actual recombination within the 
region be appreciable. However, for regions in which actual 
recombination is very low, the double recessive class of 
gamete from a repulsion phase heterozygote will give informa­
tion concerning recombination that can be expected to be only 
a slight underestimate. Fortunately, just such a fortuitous 
situation exists with respect to the relative positions of JLm 
and the endosperm defective su^. As a consequence, _lm has 
been located within a relatively narrow region of chromosome 
4 by utilization of two-point ^  and test cross data. 
It was realized rather quickly that JLm and su^ were very 
closely linked. In fact, the linkage was so close that no 
homozygous ^ su^ _S£ lm stock was obtained until 1960. As a 
result, conventional test cross techniques were not applicable. 
Test cross data was obtained, however, by crossing doubly 
heterozygous plants onto plants known to be homozygous for 
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su^ and the normal allele, L, of the mutable locus. The 
progeny of these crosses were classified as having sugary 
or starchy phenotypes and were planted and self pollinated 
the following year. The subsequent classification of these 
selfed progenies provided information concerning the gametic 
segregation of the original repulsion phase double hétér­
ozygotes. A summary of the repulsion phase linkage data 
obtained from test cross and JV, analyses is given in Table 9. 
Table 9. Summary of _su L/su JLm linkage data 
Test gross Number 12 Number 
gametes observed Phenotypes observed 
Su lm 178 Su L 15,383 
Su L 100 Su I™ 3,463 
su lm 2 su L 6,081 
su L 257 su JLm 3 
Total 537 Total 24,812 
A consideration, of the relative frequencies of the su 
test cross gametes shows that only two of the 259 gametes 
tested represent recombinations. This would indicate an 
apparent crossover value of 0.77 percent. This value, how­
ever, is presumed to be an underestimate, since it is probable 
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that some _su J.m recombinations mutated to the _su L type gamete 
and are incorrectly classified as parental in origin. The best 
estimate of this mutational bias would appear to be the Su 
gametic classes. If it is assumed that 98 of the 100 Su L 
gametes resulted from mutation of jîu _lm to Su L, then it can 
be predicted that about 35 percent, or roughly one-third, of 
the _lm genes in this population mutated to the dominant L 
state. Such a consideration would allow the computation of 
an adjusted crossover value of 1.16 percent. In either case 
the proximity of _lm with respect to the su locus is estab­
lished as being very close. 
Although fitting the expected values derived from the 
test cross data to the observed Fg distribution does not 
give a good fit (Table 10), this is not entirely unexpected. 
It shouldJje noted that the mutation rate predicted by the 
test cross data pertains only to the male gametes, while 
the mutation rate of female gametes may differ considerably 
from this. 
Normally, three point JTg linkage data is not particular­
ly informative, and this is especially true when one of the 
factors is. highly unstable. However, the F^ distribution of 
plants heterozygous for su, gl^. and J.m (Table 11) may provide 
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Table 10. Comparison of predicted and observed jfg distribu­
tions 
Phenotype Number observed Number expected 
Su L 15,383 16,005 
Su lm 3,463 2,604 
su L 6,081 6,203 
su lm 3 1 
information of an^unusual nature. 
Because of the known positions of ju^ and JLm, it may be 
assumed that the linear order of these three genes is either 
J:™ su^ gl^ or su^ _lm gl/,. The gametic possibilities of those 
two alternatives are compared in Table 12. 
A conventional linkage analysis of data in Table 11 is 
meaningless because of the masking effect of dominance and the 
high rate of J.m reversion to normal. However, the occurrence 
of one confirmed crossover of the J.m _su j»l phenotype among the 
5,176 individuals observed would indicate that the gene order 
is probably centromere J.m su^ gl/,. 
This hypothesis is presented solely on the thesis that 
a homozygous double crossover of the triple recessive type 
would have a probability of occurrence considerably less than 
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Table 11. Fg distribution of L su-| gl^/1* Su-j. Gl/, 
Phenotype Number observed 
L Su Gl 2 ,643 
L Su al 720 
L su Gl 514 
à su ai 753 
lm Su Gl 598 
1™ Su£l 64 
lm su Gl 1 
1* su &1 1 
Total 5 ,176 
Table 12. Comparison of alternative gametic possibilities 
lm Su Gl 
L su 
Type of gamete 
Su lm Gl 
su l al 
1™ Su Gl 
L su £l 
Parental 
Su lm Gl 
su L gl 
lm su gl Single crossover su lm Gl 
L Su Gl in region I Su l al 
lm Suai Single crossover Su lm gl 
L su Gl in region II su L Gl 
1™ su Gl 
à su al 
Double crossover 
Su L Gl 
su I™ al 
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that of a homozygous single crossover of the same type. The 
low expectation for region I crossovers (.01) makes it very 
unlikely that a homozygous double crossover would be detected 
in a population of this size. 
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ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS 
In the course of study of the mutable luteus complex a 
number of anomalous behavioral patterns have been observed. 
Since critical information pertaining to their nature or 
cause is lacking, they will be mentioned only as observa­
tions. 
Modification of Luteus Activity 
The expression of the phenotype associated with the 
mutable luteus complex is quite variable. This variability 
extends to the background color, the pattern of mutation, 
*and the time at which mutational events occur. The variation 
associated with background color ranges from very pale, 
through yellow, to light green. Within the range of visual 
perception these differences do not appear to be continuous, 
and inbreeding appears to stabilize the background color. 
Although this has not been critically established, those 
factors affecting background color appear to have an 
accumulative effect, as extreme pale types may segregate 
among the selfed progeny of some crosses between plants with 
obviously different backgrounds. 
} 
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The variations associated with time and pattern of 
mutational activity appear to be inextricably associated. 
Time of mutation can be estimated by the size of the mutant 
sectors. Pattern refers to the degree of mutation, i.e., 
many or few sectors, and the type of sectors observed, i.e., 
whether the sectors in a plant are large, intermediate, 
small, or mixed. Attempts to stabilize mutational pattern 
by self pollinating heterozygous plants have failed. It is 
probable that the lack of uniform testing conditions, with 
particular reference toward temperature, has contributed 
to this variability. 
Nature of the Controlling Element 
Very little is known concerning the nature of the 
element controlling instability at the J.m locus. In fact, 
almost all information pertaining to it is of a negative 
nature. Mutable luteus has been tested against Ds tester 
stocks with negative results. The failure of JLm to activate 
Ds indicates that the controlling element of JLm is different 
from Ac, or Mj>. It is also known that the J.® element is not 
identical to En. Tests of identity with Spm have not as yet 
been made. 
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Variegation Arising at Other Loci in J™ Stocks 
Among the many seeds, ears, and seedlings that were 
handled in the course of the mutable luteus study, occasional 
individuals were observed that expressed a variegated pheno­
type other than that characteristic of the mutable luteus 
complex. These new variegated phenotypes included sugary 
sectors on starchy kernels, red pericarp sectors on kernels 
with colorless pericarp, yellow endosperm sectors on white 
kernels, deformed endosperm, and a mutable albino seedling 
characteristic. All of these anomalous types originated 
from mutable luteus stocks during the course of this study. 
Although none have been adequately investigated, a brief 
history of the stocks involved may be of some interest. 
Starchy kernels with sugary sectors were found in self 
pollinated ears from families 58 046, 58 047, 58 048, 58 049, 
and 58 077 (see Figure 2). In each of these families the lm 
factor had been introduced by the maternal parent, and the 
su gene came from the paternal parent. The J.m carrying 
females were heterozygous and homozygous plants of diverse 
origin. The coincidental feature of these families was that 
in every instance the male parent was the commercial sweet 
Figure 2. Exceptional kernels showing sugary sectors from 
family 58 046 
Figure 3. Kernels from 59 046-35 with variegated brown 
pericarp 
Figure 4. Two exceptional kernels with red pericarp 
sectors 
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single cross C13-Golden Midget. 
One kernel with a red pericarp sector was found on the 
ear 58 100-32, and a second kernel of the same type was found 
on 58 112-104 (see Figure 4). Family 58 100 resulted from 
the cross 57 011-12 x P649, and 58 112 came from 57 011-2 
x P660. Families 57 P649 and P660 were genetic tester stocks. 
Family 57 Oil came from the cross 56 040-7 J.m x 818, where 
56 818 was a T^_gg translocation stock. Thus both of these 
aberrant kernels had the same_lm origin, and incidentally, 
both came from plants that were heterozygous for a transloca­
tion involving chromosomes 4 and 9. 
Most of the kernels on the ear 59 046-35 exhibited a 
variegated brown pericarp (see Figure 3). This was the only 
ear of family 59 046 that showed this characteristic, although 
24 other plants in this same family were also selfed. Family 
59 046 came from the cross 58 047-72 _lm x 035-8. Family 
58 035 was a su^gl/( genetic stock, but 58 047-72 _lm was itself 
an exceptional plant. This was one of two mutable plants 
found in the previously described family 58 047. A possible 
relationship may exist between these seemingly independent 
observations. 
White kernels with yellow sectors were found on the ears 
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58 100-33, 58 100-35, and 58 100-43. Although information was 
not available concerning the source of the white endosperm 
within this material, it is coincidental that family 58 100 
was previously considered in the case of one of the red peri­
carp sectorial exceptions. 
A number of kernels from the ear 58 047-13 had a strik­
ingly similar endosperm deformation. Again it should be 
recalled that 58 047 also was concerned with the sugary and 
brown pericarp sectorial exceptions. 
In the seedling test of 59 134-34, 48 normal and 11 
mutable albino plants were observed (see Figure 5). Although 
15 selfed sibs of this family were tested, 134-34 was the 
only one that showed any albino segregates. Of the others, 
seven segregated for J.m seedlings, and seven gave only normal 
seedlings. Family 59 134 came from the cross 58 2926-7 x 
047-36, where 58 2926 was a commercial sugary inbred and 
58 047-36 was known to be heterozygous J.m. Again, it is 
curious to see that the family 58 047 is involved in this 
exceptional case. 
Although the investigation of these exceptional cases 
has not been completed, it is indeed coincidental that in 
every case the source of J.m was either 58 047 or 57 Oil. 
Figure 5. Seedling leaves of mutable albino plants observed 
in progeny of 59 134-34 
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Chromosome Breakage Events Associated with JLm Activity 
Initially it was believed that no chromosomal breakage 
events at the site of activity were associated with the J™ 
complex. This supposition was fostered by the normal trans­
mission of marker genes linked with _lm. The recent acquisi­
tion of certain exceptional types, however, tends to cast 
some doubt upon thé validity of this assumption. If J.m is 
proximal to the_su^ locus, then the occurrence of breakage 
events at the site of_lm activity and the subsequent loss 
of the distal segment of the chromosome would lead to the 
expression of sugary sectors in starchy kernels of the genetic 
constitution su^L/Su^lm. This is the condition that was 
observed in the previously described sugary sectorials. 
Although cytological evidence to confirm or deny this possi­
bility is lacking, the theoretical considerations would appear 
to cast some doubt upon the supposition that no breakage 
events take place. The evidence presented is very indirect, 
but the fact that Su loss was not observed in the absence of 
lm focuses suspicion upon J.m as the causal agent. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Although mutable genes are normally considered to be of 
one of two types, those which are autonomous in action and 
those with separable controlling elements, the theories 
relating to their modes of action are quite similar. In both 
instances it would appear that an element must be located at 
the site of mutational activity. This element must possess 
the same or similar properties of self duplication that are 
characteristic of genes. Whether this element is an integral 
part of the chromosome or accessory to the chromosome is 
speculative. The ability of such elements to undergo trans­
position without any kind of chromosomal disruption can, 
however, be reconciled with either supposition, inasmuch as 
transposition appears to be associated with chromosome 
duplication. 
Variegated pericarp in maize (Brink and Nilan, 1952) 
results from the association of the controlling element 
Mp and the gene Prr that is a determiner of red pericarp 
and red cob. Mj> apparently acts as an inhibitor of the 
normal function of Prr, and the phenotypic expression of PrrMp 
is one of colorless pericarp. If Mj> is removed from this 
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complex, however, the normal activity of JPrr is restored and 
such a cell, and all of its daughter cells, would have red 
pericarp. The explanation of variegated pericarp thus 
resides in the occasional loss or transposition of M& away 
from the Prr locus. 
The explanation of the behavior of the mutable pale 
green locus in maize is somewhat similar. Peterson (1960) 
has presented the hypothesis that the pale green condition 
results from the association of Pg and an inhibitor, desig­
nated Jl. The Pg I complex by itself is stable and plants 
homozygous for this complex have a pale green phenotype. 
However, if the controlling element En is present in the 
genome, this stable association is disrupted. The inhibitor, 
I, can undergo transposition in the presence of En, and the 
removal of I from the Pg _1 complex restores the normal 
activity of Pg, resulting in green sectors in pale green 
plants. It should be emphasized that no change in state of 
the gene Pg is presumed, nor was a change in state of the 
gene JPrr presumed in the previous example. 
The mutational activity resulting from the mutable luteus 
complex can be explained by a somewhat analogous hypothesis. 
A controlling element, tentatively designated Inhibitor-
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mutator (Im), is assumed to be capable of suppressing the 
normal function of the gene L. This association, L-Im, is 
highly unstable inasmuch as the regulation of the transposi­
tion of Im is a function of this element and is not dependent 
upon the presence of any other controlling element. The 
associated complex of L-Im, then, is identical to the 
designation J.m that has been used previously, and observa­
tions pertaining to JLm are applicable to L-Im. Thus, this 
complex cannot be considered to be completely independent of 
external factors, since it is apparent that temperature and 
possibly other genes or elements can modulate the time and 
rate at which transposition takes place. 
The designation Inhibitor-mutator was adopted because it 
seems probable that this element is capable of controlling 
loci other than L in a similar manner. The appearance of 
a mutable albino characteristic and of an unstable white 
endosperm type in L-Im stocks would otherwise appear to be an 
unlikely situation. That it may also be capable of permanent­
ly affecting the state of the gene with which it is associated 
would appear to be a possibility. Admittedly, such a consid­
eration is highly speculative, but such a supposition would 
be necessary, if it be confirmed that Im is the element that 
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controls the variegated brown pericarp factor that was ob­
tained from a mutable luteus stock. 
In the line of continued speculation, it also seems 
possible that Im is capable of undergoing either changes of 
state itself or changes in associative states with L, much 
in the same manner that Ds can change in state (McClintock, 
1951). This is suggested by the possibility that the sugary 
sectorial exceptions that were observed were caused by the 
breakage, and subsequent loss of the distal segment, of the 
chromosome at the point of j[m association. 
An unusual sidelight of the L-Im hypothesis concerns 
the supposition that no change in state of the L gene, in 
the sense of an intragenic change, takes place. This implies 
that a gene for which no mutant allele is known has been 
located on the chromosome map of maize. The classic example 
of such a situation was that of the a^ allele in maize. 
Until the discovery of the action of Dt upon a^, a^ was 
considered to be a normal, recessive mutation. Present infor­
mation would indicate that the gene structure of a^ is probably 
not different from that of A^. The intriguing possibility 
exists that many other presumably stable recessive genes 
actually represent a similar inhibition in the absence of an 
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activating element. 
With respect to the three major objectives of this study, 
it is felt that considerable knowledge has been gained 
pertaining to the general behavior of the unstable luteus 
condition. The region of mutable luteus activity has been 
localized within a restricted segment of chromosome 4, 
although further study is required to definitely establish 
the linear gene order. Finally, an hypothesis has been 
proposed to explain the mechanism causing the mutational 
phenomena at the mutable luteus locus. It is realized, 
however, that this hypothesis is based in part upon analo­
gies and speculations, and much additional information is 
needed before it can be considered to be critically estab­
lished. 
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SUMMARY 
A mutable chlorophyll condition that was found among the 
progeny of maize seeds irradiated at the Bikini tests is 
analyzed, and the general behavior of this unstable locus 
is described. 
The instability at this locus is autonomous in nature; 
no external controlling element is required to induce muta­
tional events. 
The site of mutable luteus activity has been localized 
as being approximately one cross over unit removed from the 
su, locus in the short arm of chromosome 4. Linear order is 
presumed to be centromere lmsujgl^. 
Evidence indicating that the controlling element is 
transposable, that it may induce mutability in other loci 
when transposed, and that it may cause breakage events to 
occur at its point of association is discussed. 
The hypothesis is proposed that a controlling element, 
Inhib it or-mutator (Im), suppresses the normal action of the 
gene L. When Im is transposed to a different site or is 
lost, normal gene function is restored to L. This hypothe­
sis follows McClintock's mutable gene scheme in that it is 
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assumed that no structural alteration of the normal genie 
element occurs. 
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